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Abstract
Neural methods of molecule property prediction require efficient encoding of structure and property relationship to be accurate. Recent work using graph algorithms
shows limited generalization in the latent molecule encoding space. We build a
Transformer-based molecule encoder and property predictor network with novel
input featurization that performs significantly better than existing methods. We
adapt our model to semi-supervised learning to further perform well on the limited
experimental data usually available in practice.
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Introduction

Much of drug discovery focuses on finding a molecule that binds to a certain protein site, does not
bind to other sites, and has chemical properties that allow it to be distributed into the cells by the
body. Synthesizing and analyzing compounds is extremely expensive, so the ability to predict these
properties using machine learning has obvious value. In recent years, a number of representations of
molecules have been suggested which are suitable for machine learning of molecular properties, the
most successful of which are based on message passing (MPNN’s). Unfortunately, these architectures
require large amounts of training data, but for many chemistry problems only a small number of
molecules with the desired properties may be known. Self-attention provides a richer and more
efficient neural architecture than an MPNN, allowing the network to learn which atoms to pass
messages between. To enable this we adapt the standard transformer architecture to better suit
molecular processing, allowing it to make use of bond information and information about uncertainty.
We add to this prediction of computable properties, which allows us to augment a set of molecules
having assay data with arbitrary additional molecules for which only the computable properties
are known. The result is a semi-supervised model that learns an improved encoding of structure,
achieving 15-20% error reduction over MPNN’s on small data sets and close to 10% error reduction
over the best known algorithms on full data sets.
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Related Research

Most work on property prediction in recent years has followed one of two paths: (1) use of better
and well-formulated molecule descriptors/fingerprints such as ECFP[7]; (2) use of novel model
architectures that operate on SMILES strings or structural graphs. We propose a new approach in
the latter path that combines the state-of-the-art Transformer technique originally used for language
Machine Learning for Molecules Workshop at NeurIPS 2020. https://ml4molecules.github.io

translation [12, 1, 8] with message passing within molecular graphs [13], which have become the
benchmark for state-of-the-art performance. [11] and [14] have already shown improvement over
[13] through application of self-attention to message-passing. We extend this work by modifying
the attention mechanism in existing Transformer networks to help encode a fixed sequence for
representation of molecule, improving the performance further. [13],[14] evaluate their work on
extensive public and private datasets; we focus entirely on the datasets Lipophilicity [13] and ESOL[2].
[15] and [9] apply Transformer networks to SMILES, a sequential symbolic encoding of the molecule
graph, but this work attempts to capture the symbol sequence and not the implied graphical structure
that the sequence represents. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that highlights the
importance of performance on datasets that contain relatively few labeled samples, but where large
numbers of candidate molecule features are available.
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Approach

We use a modified Transformer[12] neural network to predict molecule properties. We treat a
molecule as a set of atoms, each atom is represented by a vector that depends on its chemical
properties (e.g. valence, periodic table row, column, etc.). We do not use a positional encoding, such
that permutations of the input atoms within a molecule are irrelevant. For relational features we
encode bond features between pairs of atoms, and use this bond information to modify the Transformer
attention mechanism by building on the relative position approach used in TransformerXL [1]. This
modification emulates the action of a Message Passing Neural Network in Gilmer et al.[4], using
the self-attention mechanism of the Transformer and is similar in spirit to Tang et al.[11]. We also
include a standard-deviation term in the value update of the Transformer, allowing the model to make
use of information about the uncertainty of the feature vector over the attended atoms at each layer.
Notionally, this allows subsequent layers of the transformer to pay more (or less) attention to regions
of the molecule with high variance, or extreme values.
Model Input Featurization Our featurization of a molecule starts with the Weave features [5].
Each atom in the molecule is associated with a set of categorical features, each value of which
is associated with a learnable vector of dimension 256. The vectors for all of the features are
added together to form the input vector to the Transformer. During training the number of atoms is
padded to a fixed length 50 and the standard Transformer masking mechanism is used to assign 0
self-attention weights to these missing atoms at each layer. Each pair of atoms is also associated
with a bond type given by the same Weave featurization. The bond type for each atom pair is
provided as an additional input to the Transformer self-attention mechanism as described below. We
modify the Weave featurization; we break atom element up into two features, periodic table row,
and periodic table column. We add a set of binary features for each atom derived from RDKit’s low
level pattern matching for Aromaticity, Hydrogen Bond Acceptor and Donor, Zinc Binding Atom,
Hydrophobe and Lumped Hydrophobe. These are computed using the family designation from an
RDKit FeatureFactory based on ’BaseFeatures.def’. Finally we add an additional feature for each
atom, corresponding to the number of obscuring atoms. Obscuration is defined according to the
RDKit force directed layout, and is the count (0, 1, 2 or more) of other atoms that lie opposite the
direction of highest local density. Mathematically an atom with position ~y obscures an atom with
P
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position ~x if (~y − ~x)˙~r < 0 with ~r = z (~z − ~x) exp−|~x·~z| /8.0 .
Model Architecture Starting with the basic Transformer self-attention mechanism, we add bond
based relational attention. Each pair of atoms is labeled with a bond type bij . At a given transformer
layer each atom i will √
have associated query, qi , and key, ki , giving scaled dot-product attention
aij = softmax(qi · kj / dim). We modify this by associating to each bond value b a weight wb , a
query vector qb and a key vector kb . These bond weights and vectors are learned independently for
each head in each layer of the Transformer, allowing each Transformer head to focus on a different
aspect of the bonds as needed. Note that for brevity and clarity all equations are presented for a single
transformer head. The full self-attention formula is then
aij = softmaxj [α(qi · kj + qb · kj + qi · kb ) + wb ]|b=bij ,
(1)
where we use softmaxj to denote application of softmax over dimension j.
P
The standard self-attention based update at layer l is xl+1
= xli +agg( j alij vjl ). Here xli is the vector
i
for atom i at layer l, and vjl is the corresponding value at layer l derived in the standard way as a linear
2

(a) ESOL
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Figure 1: Test RMSE results on ESOL and Lipophilicity datasets
* models from Wu et al.[13]. > models from Tang et al.[11]

layer applied to xl for each head. The operator agg() takes all of the outputs of the self attention heads,
concatenates them and passes them through a linear layer to produce an output of the same dimension
as the input xli . Since alij is the output of a softmax operation it is a valid probability distribution
P
allowing one to define the updates for each atom i as an element wise expectation Eil [v] ≡ j alij vjl .
We then define the corresponding standard deviation σil [v] = (Eil [v 2 ] − Eil [v]2 )1/2 , and use this to
create a modified update rule xl+1
= xli + agg(Ei [v], σi [v]) where we now aggerate over both the
i
means and the standard deviations. After passing through the Transformer we are left with a set of
atom vectors which need to be combined into a prediction about molecular properties. We first filter
out vectors corresponding to empty atoms. Following the approach used in MPNN’s we aggregate
using symmetric operations: the mean, min, max and standard deviation of the atoms vectors. In
addition to these symmetric statistics we also make use of a "pseudo-atom" in the transformer, similar
in function to BERT’s initial token[3], providing the transformer the ability to aggregate and utilize
information about the whole molecule, rather than just its atoms. Here the input representation of the
pseudo atom is freely learned, while each atom shares two directed pseudo-bonds with the pseudo
atom. The output vector for the pseduo atom is treated as if it were a fifth symmetric statistic. We
concatenate the output of all five statistics and pass them through a linear layer to create a single
vector representing the full molecule. This is then passed through an residual MLP, and necked down
using a final linear layer to create the output prediction(s).
Semi-Supervised Learning In addition to the target property we also predict Computational
Partition Coefficient (cLogP) and Molar Refractivity (MR), which can be computed for each molecule.
We predict from each atom vector xi the input features for atom i and the sum of the xj ’s for each
atom j to which i is bonded by each bond type. These targets force each atom vector to reflect
the local chemistry, providing better generalization for predicting molecule properties. Since these
properties are available for arbitrary molecules, even when laboratory data is not available, we are
able to carry out semi-supervised learning where we include unannotated molecules during training.
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Experimental Setup and Results

We evaluate our model on the Lipophilicity and ESOL prediction tasks from [13]. Lipophilicity
provides octanol/water partition coefficient (logP) for 4200 molecules and is used in [13],[14] and
[11]. ESOL [2] provides water solubility (logS) for 1128 molecules and is used in [13]. We use the
scaffold-based data splits specified in [13], which are 80% train, 10% validation, and 10% test. The
validation split is used for hyper-parameter tuning and the test split for reporting. We repeat each
experiment with three different seed values. We also evaluate performance in low data scenarios
by retaining annotations only for subsets of the training data (of sizes 50, 100, 200, 500, and 900)
and reporting RMSE on a fixed test set of size 200. We use semi-supervised training, allowing our
model to train on those training molecules for which the annotations have been ablated, but not on the
molecules from the test set. In both of the property prediction tasks, we compare against six different
models from the DeepChem[13] model library and two models from the work Tang et al.[11] that is
closest to our approach, as shown in Fig. 1. We see than graph based models generally outperform
the baseline models. For solubility prediction on ESOL data the best among the DeepChem[13]
models are the MPNN (0.61 ± 0.02) and Weave (0.61 ± 0.07); our Transformer model (0.54 ± 0.017)
outperforms these models as well as the self-attention MPNN model SAMPN[11] (0.71 ± 0.01).
3
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Figure 2: Label ablation experiment varying number of sample labels seen during training
MPNN and GraphConv implementations are from Wu et al.[13].

Similar behavior is seen for Lipophilicity prediction (fig.1b) the attention mechanism in SAMPN
does give better performance on RMSE metric (SAMPN: 0.68 ± 0.01) compared to the DeepChem
models; however our proposed Transformer model gives the best performance RMSE (Transformer
0.60 ± 0.03). For the label ablation study, our Transformer-based model was compared to MPNN
and GC. From fig2a and 2b, it can be seen that the Transformer model has a much lower RMSE than
the other two (Transformer: 1.01 on ESOL and 0.90 on Lipophilicity) in the scenario with the least
available target data. The semi-supervised learning ability helps generalize the molecule encoding
space well with fewer labeled targets in this case.
cLogP and MR
Targets
X
X
X
X
X

Neighbor-Atom Prediction
Loss
X
X
X
X
X

Feature Prediction
Loss
X
X
X
X
X

Transformer
STDEV-Update
X
X
X
X
X

Test RMSE
0.54 ± 0.01
0.65 ± 0.10
0.58 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.08
0.70 ± 0.04

Table 1: Model performance on ESOL (full data) with individual components removed.
Table 1 shows performance variation when critical components of the proposed Transformer model
are ablated. We see that the RMSE drops to 0.65 ± 0.10 when the RDKit computed targets are ablated.
Also, ablating the standard deviation term in the update drops the RMSE to 0.70 ± 0.04.
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Conclusion

We have proposed a Transformer-based model for predicting molecular properties. Our approach
has better performance on Lipophilicity and Solubility than state of the art graph-based models and
a recent attention-based Message-passing Network. Through target label ablation experiments this
paper highlights that applying semi-supervised training to Transformer models can result in good
generalization from as few as 50 labeled molecules, unlike other purely supervised techniques. This
work also brings to light the importance of models that work well in settings with minimal target
data but virtually unlimited access to potential molecules, a scenario which is common in the early
stages of the drug discovery process. Transformers often require substantially more data and time
for pre-training than was needed here, mostly because we are only using the Transformer to predict
molecule level properties. We suspect that accurately capturing lower level behavior will require
substantial additional data using pre-training such as training in an auto-encoder setting, BERT-like
training to reproduce missing atom vectors, and/or training using a large number of similar tasks and
targets, such as training to reproduce the broad set of assays in e.g. BindingDB [6].
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